
CIRCULATION Local Availability Only  

‘Local Availability Only’ is a workaround for libraries who wish to 

retain their new materials in house for a six week period.  

Marking items as such blocks the ability to place holds, 

removes it from the OPAC and allows it to sit on a library’s shelf 

for up to six weeks for local patrons to browse and check out. 

Please Be Aware! 

‘Local Availability Only’ is a ‘Lost’ status, patrons 

won’t see it and holds cannot be placed on it 

 

Staff at libraries that do not loan new materials 

should not put holds on new materials from other 

libraries 

 

SEKnFind libraries may choose not to loan new 

items to libraries who do not share their own new 

materials 

 

The ‘Local Availability Only’ status is removed up-

on check-out and check-in 

 

After six weeks items should be allowed to circu-

late freely; use saved report 1581 – Custom Local 

Availability to determine which items need taken 

off 



How to Use ‘Local Availability Only’ 

When adding a new item that you don’t want to send out, click the dropdown 

next to 1 – Lost status and choose “Local Availability Only” 

Add the item as you normally would. 

When the item is checked out, the status will clear.  When the item is returned, 

let it enter general circulation (i.e. fill a hold if it pops up, re-shelve it if not). 

After the six weeks has concluded, you must check the item in to clear its 

lost status and allow it to circulate.  To find all items currently tagged as 

“Local Availability Only”, go to Reports > Use Saved > filter keyword “local” and 

run the “Custom Local Availability” report for your library. This should be done 

weekly at minimum. 

The holding will show a “Local Availability Only” status in red. 

http://seknfind-staff.kohalibrary.com/cgi-bin/koha/reports/guided_reports.pl?reports=1581&phase=Run%20this%20report

